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Ossur. “This is the strongest carbon frame on the market and
has a weight limit of 285 lbs.”

Prolite Smart Magnetix 
The Prolite™ Smart Magnetix™ AK Prosthetic is a product of
German-based Biedermann OT Vertrieb, which utilized
Rheonetic™ (magnetorheological) technology from the Lord
Corporation, Cary, North Carolina, to create the device. 

Lord Corporation’s
website describes it:
“The prosthesis, which
uses a modified Lord
RD-1005 MR fluid
damper, enables above-
the-knee amputees to
walk with a more natu-
ral gait and makes
climbing up and down
stairs and inclines much
easier than before—at a
fraction of the cost of
other high-end knee
products. The unique
characteristics of Lord
Rheonetic MR fluid
dampers—high con-
trollability, millisecond
response time, and

velocity-independent force—make this product possible.”
“In addition to the great improvement in function over pas-

sive damper systems, the Prolite Smart Magnetix Knee…is less
costly, less complex, and more dependable than state-of-the-art
motor-controlled active damper systems. The Prolite Knee
includes a powerful two-day battery derived from cell phone
battery technology and includes sensor and control technology
developed by Biedermann. The system senses and adapts to all
possible movement changes in milliseconds, allowing the wear-
er to walk naturally up and down stairs and inclines, ride a bicy-
cle, carry heavy objects, and walk or run with varying gaits.
Prosthetics specialists are now being trained to fit amputees in
Germany with the new knee.”

Lord’s Lynn Yanyo, PhD, sales and marketing manager,
reports a continuing increase in interest regarding the MR
process and methods of adapting it for other prosthetic uses,
such as ankles and elbows; a resistance element for exercise
during rehabilitation; calibrating how well a joint is doing dur-
ing therapy by allowing comparison with measurements from
the sound joint, etc.

We’ve considered just some examples of what’s happening
now. What will the future see in high-tech prosthetic knees to
benefit amputees? Stay tuned.

Judith Otto is a freelance writer based in Holly Springs, Mississippi.
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components

Sach Foot Adapter

Tube Clamp

UOPA-F

European 4-Hole 
Adapter

PK12-A
PK12-B
PK16-A
PK16-B

PK12-A includes:
2  Tube Clamp Adapters
(1 fixed), 1  4-hole Pyramid 
Adapter,
1  Sach Foot Adapter,
1  12" fixed Aluminum Pylon

PK12-B includes:
2  Tube Clamp Adapters (1 
fixed), 1  12" Fixed Aluminum 
Pylon

PK16-A includes:
2  Tube Clamp Adapters (1 
fixed), 1  4-hole Pyramid 
Adapter,
1  Sach Foot Adapter,
1  16" Fixed Aluminum Pylon

PK16-B includes:
2  Tube Clamp Adapters (1 
fixed), 1  16" Fixed Aluminum 
Pylon

BUY NOW AND SAVE!
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